Bader Academy
and British
Values

The Curriculum

Pupils are encouraged to share time,
resources and taking turns. Children
vote on the options they can access
during ‘options’ each week.
We will have a pupil led curriculum
which builds on interests and
embraces variety

During playtimes and
lunch

Pupils are encouraged to share time,
resources and taking turns.
Turn taking and fairness are
promoted

General day to day
We encourage children to vote who
they believe is the class star of the
week
We will have a school council who
vote on school decisions as a
representative of their peers. The
school will have an active governing
body who vote on key areas of the
school

Children will be reminded daily about
rules of the classroom and are
Children will be reminded daily about
Children are reminded daily about
actively encouraged to demonstrate
rules of the playground and dinner
rules when in the community and are
these. Rewards and sanctions exist in hall and are actively encouraged to
actively encouraged to demonstrate
classrooms which promote positive
demonstrate these. Rewards and
these. Rewards and sanctions exist
adherence to the class rules
sanctions exist at playtime and
when on visits which promote
All pupils will be involved in setting
lunchtime which will promote
positive adherence to the class rules
class rules at the beginning of the
positive adherence to the class rules
year
A variety of communication and
Children will be encouraged to make
mobility aids are provided which
Children will make an active choice
choices about their learning, social
allows those with communication
about the foods and snacks they
interactions and free time.
difficulties to interact with the world
drink at break and lunch time. They
Children will access a variety of
around them
will be given a variety of clubs and
activities of their choosing during
Those children who require them,
activities to choose from.
specific times each week.
communication bags are provided.

Children explore the feelings of
others through daily activities and
bespoke lessons. During lessons
pupils are encouraged listen and
respect others views

During playtimes and lunchtimes
pupils will be encouraged to listen
and respect others views.
We will have a buddy system at
playtimes which allows everybody
the chance to participate

All staff will be encouraged to
respect the views of other staff
We respect all cultures and religions
and celebrate the positives that
these promote

After school

Children will vote on the activities
they wish to do in after school club.

Children are reminded daily about
rules of the after school club and on
transport and are actively
encouraged to demonstrate these.
Rewards and sanctions exist which
promote positive adherence to the
afterschool club and transport rules

With parents
Meeting with parents about the how
we can make changes to help them
and their child
Parent questionnaires and advice
about Parent View will be promoted
through the school website and news
letters
We will establish parents forums
and a friends of Bader Academy
group where decision will be made
democratically
Parents are reminded of their
responsibilities in meetings
Home/School agreements are signed
We support parents with behaviour
and setting boundaries with their
child if requested to do so. This is a 2
way relationship and the same works
the other way.

Children are consulted about
activities provided by the school in
our after school club

Parents have a greater choice of their
child’s school provision and are
provided with information regarding
personal budgets
We discuss choice making with
parents when their child does not
have a voice

During afterschool clubs pupils will
be encouraged to listen and respect
others views

We will consult with families when
we are making big decisions which
will affect them and their child

It is important that the we adhere to the Dfe Guidance on the sharing political views i.e,

Teaching of
Politics at Bader

All staff have a responsibility to ensure that they act appropriately in terms of their behaviour, the views they express (in particular political views) and the use of school resources at all times, and should not use
school resources for party political purposes.
However the school will activity encourage young people to take an interest in the functions of politics, politicians and the impact they have on the world around us. Pupils will be encouraged to be members of of
the youth parliament, we will promote healthy debate and in line with our change maker principles we will encourage children and young people to stand up for what they believe and empower them to make a
difference in the world around them

